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of 8 years in the field of catalytic biomass conversion with special 

emphasis on homogeneous catalysis, heterogeneous catalysis 

and chemical engineering principles (see enclosed CD). The aim 

is to process the various components present in biomass (cel-

lulose, hemi-cellulose, lignin, proteins and oils) in useful fuels, 

chemicals and pharmaceuticals. The program consists of four 

clusters: (1) Energy, (2) Bulk Chemicals, (3) Fine Chemicals and 

Pharmaceuticals and, (4) Socio-economic research. Two peer 

review-based selection rounds of research projects have now 

been accommodated within the many research groups involved 

in CatchBio (See the Program Highlight on pg. 6 for an example 

of a CatchBio research project). The third and last selection round 

is planned for Fall 2012. 

Within the TKI Biobased Economy, an initiative governed by the 

Topteam Chemistry, CatchBio and BE-Basic (successor of the 

ACTS Program B-BASIC) have decided to join forces to build an 

interface program with the purpose of aligning the various initia-

tives in the field of biomass conversion within the Netherlands. 

Furthermore, NIOK and CatchBio have enrolled the first ideas to 

embed the successor of CatchBio, currently coined T-CatchBio, 

within the TKI Biobased Economy. The aim of this new program 

is to integrate the thermochemical and chemocatalytic routes for 

the conversion of biomass into transportation fuels and chemi-

cals. 

Box I
Summer school “Materials and Energy from the Sun”, Rolduc, The Netherlands, 2011

In June 2011 a team of NIOK members led by Professor Hans Niemantsverdriet of Eindhoven University of Technology organized a very 

successful Summer School entitled ‘Energy and Materials from the Sun’. More than 140 participants, mostly PhD and master students, from 

various regions of the world convened at Rolduc Abbey (Kerkrade, The Netherlands) to discuss the science and technology of renewable 

energy (Figure 6.1). The meeting provided to the participants a context to the role of catalysis in renewable energy, it explained the current 

status and focused on the challenges ahead. This school was a showcase for recent work done in this field, primarily through 31 high-level 

invited lectures, but also by contributed talks and posters by PhD students and postdocs. Examples of the topics addressed: ‘utilisation of 

biomass, hydrogen and methane’, ‘photocatalysis’ and Fischer-Tropsch synthesis’. The attraction of NIOK as a worldwide visible brand of the 

Dutch School of Catalysis is evident from the co-organisation of this event with the EFCATS (the European Graduate School on Sustainable 

Energy consisting of Eindhoven University of Technology, TU Munich and DTU Denmark), the Partnerships for International Research and 

Education (PIRE – Biomass, consisting of several US Universities, Dutch Universities, DTU Denmark, the Fritz Haber Institute in Berlin, 

Germany, and Abo Akademi in Turku, Finland), the DST-NRF Centre of Excellence in Catalysis C*Change of Cape Town, South Africa, 

Tianjin University in China, and the Catalysis division of the Royal Netherlands Chemical Society. More information can be found on www.

europeansummerschool.eu.

Figure 6.1 Picture of the participants of the Summer school “Materials and Energy from the Sun” taking place in Rolduc, Kerkrade, The Netherlands, 

June 2011.


